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In its treasure vault, the Bavarian State Library in Munich
keeps a box containing six tiny books of keyboard music
printed at Paris in 1531 by Pierre Attaingnant. There were
formerly seven, but one has been ‘missing since 1963’,
according to a pencilled note. All have appeared in modern
editions, which retain to a greater or lesser degree the
appalling number of errors found in the originals. Since
having been acquired, probably by a court agent, they
have rested – untouched, to judge by their impeccable
condition – on various shelves through nearly five
centuries of turbulent German history. They were saved
through Teutonic thrift and efficiency, and, I think, by their
near-unplayability as the texts stand. Other copies which
fell into the hands of actual performers must have
eventually been discarded in dismay. The set’s (partial)
survival in Munich is fortunate indeed, for they are the only
copies to be found anywhere in the world, and without
them, the greater part of the extant 16th-century French
keyboard repertoire would be lost. Little enough remains
as it is.

Pierre Attaingnant (c. 1494–1551) was a publisher of
(mainly vocal) music and a designer and cutter of note
fonts, who has the great merit of having developed a way
to print music in a single impression, making the business
simpler and much cheaper. The process made its inventor
a wealthy man, which cannot be said for most of the
composers whose music he printed. Attaingnant’s method
was dominant for a century and a half; music printing
became far more widespread, and his successes earned
him the title of Printer of Music to the King, François I – the
monarch who gave the world the Chateau de Chambord
and the first Fontainebleau School (see our cover image). 

Attaingnant was also the first to print fully-harmonised
dances for ensembles (thus stripping away the veil of
secrecy maintained by the musicians’ guilds), as well as
the first lute music published in France; but in the case of
the seven keyboard publications he badly overreached
himself. The problem of printing more than one note on a
staff was obviously formidable, but the failures of
proofreading found in these editions are inexcusable. The
book of dance music in particular is the most error-ridden
printed source I have ever come across. 

A proofreader for the first printer of music with moveable
type, Ottaviano dei Petrucci, complains bitterly that his
typesetter was so poorly trained that correcting the plates
was nearly impossible. Since typesetters were not
musically trained, the proofreader’s job was indispensable.
Attaingnant’s seems to have been on vacation. Most of the
pieces are transcriptions – changes of performing medium
which would commonly be called ‘arrangements’. We are
lucky to have the original versions of almost all the
chansons, many of the motets, and some of the dances,
with the aid of which the difficult and uncertain task of
restoration can be undertaken. I will admit to having gone
somewhat further here in this respect than in my past work,
especially where the gorgeous polyphony of the chansons
has been treated a bit too cavalierly by their arrangers, in
order to make them more easily playable. The presentation
of these men’s work by Attaingnant is, in any case, so
mangled that it is in many places impossible to know what
their intentions were.

Worse, their names go unmentioned, and worse still, the
composers of some truly remarkable original keyboard
music remain anonymous to this day. Both categories of
pieces – arrangements and original keyboard works – now
always appear, quite absurdly, under Attaingnant’s name.
Imagine a novel published only as the work of Hachette, or
a movie with only the production companies in the credits; or,
more apropos, a recording of songs by Cole Porter arranged
by Billy May, marketed with no mention of either. Still, we
must be grateful to Attaingnant for his entrepreneurship,
without which we would have very little French keyboard
music from the 16th century at all. This disc presents,
alongside a heavily corrected selection from Attaingnant’s
keyboard books, the pitiful remnants of what must have been
a tremendous heritage, lost thanks to the carelessness and
arrogance of later ages. These consist of scattered single
pieces, a few fragments, and three larger sources from
which representative samples are offered here. An essay
available online at www.naxos.com/notes/572999.htm and
at www.glenwilson.eu discusses this small but highly
interesting corpus at greater length.

All seven of Attaingnant’s keyboard publications are ‘for
organs, spinets, and clavichords’, including the books of
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Keyboard Works Published by 
Pierre Attaingnant (1531) 

1 from Treize Motetz: Prélude 0:41

2 Aller my fault sur la verdure (Clément Janequin, 
c. 1485–1558) 1:53

3 J’ay contente ma volunte (Claudin de Sermisy, 
c. 1490–1562) 1:30

4 Galliard (Gaillarde 13) 1:18

5 Au joli bois je rencontray m’amye (Adrian Willaert, 
c. 1490–1562) 1:17

6 Ballo and Saltarello Bel fiore (Pavane 23 / 
Gaillarde 24) 2:17

7 Aupres de vous secretement demeure (Sermisy) 2:21

8 Branle simple (Branle 16) 0:54

9 A mes ennuis que si longtemps je porte 
(Anonymous) 2:05

0 Vignon, vignette (Anonymous) 1:05

! D’ou vient cela (Sermisy) 2:18

@ Galliard (Gaillarde 32) 1:23

# Celle qui m’a tant pourmene (Sermisy) 2:09

$ Branle simple (Branle 14) 0:50

% Puisqu’en deux cueurs y a vraye union 
(Anonymous) 1:28

^ Suite: Branle de Poitou / Branle simple / Branle gay 
(Gaillarde 4 / Branle commun 5 / Branle gay 6) 1:52

& from Magnificat sur les huit tons: Prélude sur 
chacun ton 3:37

* Ma bouche rit et mon cueur pleure 
(Jehan Duboys) 1:43

( Ballo and Saltarello La Svizzera (Pavane 31 / 
Gaillarde 2) 2:11

) Jouyssance vous donneray, mon amy (Sermisy) 1:10

¡ Motet: Aspice Domine (Jean de La Fage, fl.1520) 5:03

™ Dessus la marche d’Arras (Willaert) 1:34

£ Galliard (Gaillarde 29) 1:09

¢ Mon cueur en vous a s’amour commence 
(Anonymous) 1:50

∞ Galliard (Gaillarde 11) 1:07

§ Contre raison vous m’estes fort estrange 
(Sermisy) 1:50

¶ Galliard on the passamezzo antico (Gaillarde 7) 1:38

• Il est jour dit l’alouette (Sermisy) 1:49

ª Basse danse (Gaillarde 22) 1:02

º Le departir de cil qui tant l’aymoye (Anonymous) 1:52

The 16th-century French Keyboard Repertoire
⁄ from the Le Bé sampler: Corranto (incomplete) 1:11

¤ from the MS Munich 2987: chanson Quant j’eu 
cogneu en ma pensée (Pierre Sandrin, 
c.1490–after 1561) 1:20

from the MSS of Jacques Cellier: 
‹ Opening fragments of two fantaisies (P. Megnier 

1582 / G. Costeley 1585) 0:54
› Pavane (Passamezzo Nuovo) (Anonymous) 1:54

fi Nicolas de La Grotte (1530–c. 1600): Fantasia A 4º 
sopra Anchor che col partire (Cipriaan de Rore) 3:31

fl from the Aberdeen MS: Fantasie sur l’air de ma 
Bergere / Pavane de [Luís de] Aranda 1:39

‡ Eustache du Caurroy (c. 1549–1609): 39me 
Fantasie 6:11

° Guillaume Costeley (c. 1530–1606): Seigneur 
Dieu, ta pitié s’estende dessus moi 7:00

(Dance titles in italics as in Quatorze Gaillardes… ; numbering as in H.M. Brown, Instrumental Music Printed Before
1600. Chanson titles as in the sources.)



(ostensibly liturgical) Masses, motets, and magnificats.
This casts an interesting light on the usual assumptions
about the ‘correct’ instrument for such works. The French
plucked keyboard instrument of the era was almost
exclusively the espinette, a rectangular virginal, none of
which have survived. There was, however, limited
knowledge of the harpsichord proper in 16th-century
France, and its use is justified by the expression ‘et telz
sembables instrumentz’ which Attaingnant adds to his list
in five of the books. I have chosen an early Italian
instrument which might have sounded familiar to the
Duchess of Étampes, and which I hope will prove less of a
trial to the listener’s ear than the piercing sounds produced
by virginals from other countries which look similar to
extant pictures of the espinette. If it be asked why I do not
use more categories of keyboard for the sake of variety, I
would answer that I find it difficult enough to achieve
something approaching adequacy on one at a time.

For this survey, I have chosen a variety of chansons
and dances, one motet, and two of the three preludes
found in Attaingnant’s books. The last are very rare
examples of the early French form, and serve as powerful
evidence of the many brilliant works which must have
been lost. The most remarkable of them & modulates
‘through each of the modes’. It is deeply regrettable that
their composers, like those of the magnificat and Mass
versets published by the royal printer, will forever remain
anonymous. The musicologist François Lesure thought
one of them might be Jean Dugué, the only Paris
keyboardist of the time about whom anything much is
known; but judging from those bits of information*, he
seems to have been far too young for the job in 1530. The
most likely candidate to my knowledge (which I owe
entirely to the work of Christelle Cazaux) is Jean Desgretz,
chamber organist to the king, who in 1529 was reimbursed
for an ‘espinecte’ which ‘he has placed in the King’s
chamber for his service’. Another possibility is Nicole
Cueil, referred to in various documents as ‘le petit
organiste’, who served Queen Éléonore, and later, Charles
V’s sister. Pierre Mouton, organist of the royal chapel, who
was also canon and organist at Notre-Dame de Paris, may
well have contributed to the sacred works.

The transcriptions of chansons and motets which
occupy four of Attaingnant’s seven books show several
different arrangers at work. Their ornamentation, and their
handling of the difficult task of transferring the elegant
counterpoint of the great French masters to the keyboard,
varies from the pedestrian to the enchanting. The ‘new’
French chanson, a breath of fresh air after the
complexities of the old Franco-Flemish school, conquered
all Europe with its subtly overlapping lines, its emphasis
on the upper melody, its expressive and logical harmonies,
and texts revelling in wit, ribaldry, and, of course, good and
ill fortune in love (English translations are available
together with the essay mentioned earlier); hence the
market for versions for solo lute and keyboard. Many of
them take the form of dances, such was the penchant of
the French for Terpsichore. It is surprising, in a genre
generally regarded as light and playful, to find how many
are lyrical, impassioned, serious or sad. Our printer again
fails to mention the names of some of the composers.
Greats like Clément Janequin (c. 1485–1558) and Adrian
Willaert (c. 1490–1562) (whose bitter soldiers’ march ™ is
a worthy precursor of Stravinsky’s L’Histoire du soldat)
appear sporadically; but since the supreme master of the
chanson, Claudin de Sermisy (c. 1490–1562), was a great
favourite of François I, it is no surprise to find that most of
the arrangements are of his works. 

Almost nothing is known about the composer of our
motet ¡, Jean de La Fage, despite the fact that he is
included in the list of France’s most famous, all dining
together on a banquet of songbirds, in Rabelais’
Pantagruel. The text is from a Benedictine antiphon: Look
down, O Lord, from thy holy throne, and remember us; O
my God, incline thine ear, and hear; open thine eyes, and
behold our tribulations. It is a masterpiece of supplication
and sorrow, the opening work in the book of Treize Motetz.
This leads me to think that it may have been written during
the king’s Spanish imprisonment after his capture by
Charles V at the battle of Pavia.

The dances, most of which were originally for
ensemble or lute, centre around the numerous branle
family – round-dances usually performed as a suite, from
slow (for the old folks) to fast (for the young married

couples). One short suite seems to survive intact in
Attaingnant’s book of keyboard dances ^. These three
examples of some of the main types (branle de Poitou,
branle simple and branle gay) are set in delightful periods
of three long bars. Many of Attaingnant’s dances are mis-
labelled; somebody re-cast older dances (ballo, saltarello,
basse danse) as the fashionable new pavane and
gaillarde. There are some true galliards, and it was in a
print by Attaingnant where the new craze first appeared in
1529. I take these at the ‘slower, stronger’ tempo
recommended by the primary dance source of the 16th

century (Arbeau), and which is demanded by the high leap
with a capriole on the fifth beat of the bar – not to mention
ornamentation in instrumental versions of the dance which
would be unplayable in the headlong tempi normally taken
nowadays. A writer in the 17th century (Vierdanck) already
complains about the ‘very great abuse in tempi’, and says
that the galliard especially must be taken ‘very slowly’.
Even the lively branle gay, saltarello and corranto have a
separate step on each beat, and should not be rushed.

Glen Wilson

* The poet Olivier de Magny uses Dugué (or du Gay, as de Magny metonymically spells it) in quatrains of two love
poems as a metaphor for the best espinette performance imaginable – except, of course, for that of his paramour.

Et quand la petite Brunette
Sur les marches d’une espinette
Faict retentir ses nouveaux sons,
Jean du Gay cede à ses chansons.

– from the ode Des Graces et Perfections de s’Amye

Quand l’ame à quelque chant de sa voix elle donne,
Il me semble que j’oy Lambert la luy donner:
Et quand de l’espinette encor ie l’oy sonner,
Il me semble que j’oy Ian du Gay qui en sonne.

– from Sonet CXX, Les Soupirs de Olivier de Magny (1557)

Lesure’s article Dugué only survives in the old Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart (MGG). It has disappeared in
the new edition, and he is absent in New Grove. Thus, is the most prominent family of keyboardists in 16th-century
France lost to easily-referenced printed history.

Photo: Naoko Akutagawa 
by courtesy of the
Bavarian State Library



Glen Wilson
Glen Wilson was born in Illinois in 1952. He studied at The Juilliard School before moving to Holland in 1971 as a
student of Gustav Leonhardt. He was active in Dutch musical life for 20 years (harpsichordist of the Netherlands
Chamber Orchestra, Netherlands Opera, Quadro Hotteterre and duo-partner of Leonhardt, Wieland Kuyken, Alice
Harnoncourt, Michael Chance, and many others) before moving to Bavaria as professor at the Music University of
Würzburg. He has since conducted his edition of Monteverdiʼs Il ritorno d’Ulisse in Patria for the Netherlands Opera over
60 times on three continents (DVD on BBC Opus Arte). Wilsonʼs recordings include seven solo albums for Teldec/Das
Alte Werk, a continuing solo series for Naxos, the Mozart/da Ponte operas with Nikolaus Harnoncourt, and many
chamber music discs. His edition of the Préludes of Louis Couperin, which he ascribed in a recent article to Louisʼ
brother Charles, was awarded the German Music Publishersʼ Prize for best scholarly edition, and his recent Naxos
recording of the complete works of Ferdinando Richardson [Naxos 8.572997] received the Preis der Deutschen
Schallplattenkritik. Wilson has edited two volumes of previously unknown suites by Gottlieb Muffat for Breitkopf & Härtel,
which have been recorded as world premieres for Naxos by his colleague and wife, Naoko Akutagawa [8.572610 and
8.573275].  For more information, visit www.glenwilson.eu

Glen Wilson at the Bavarian State Library, Munich, with the only extant copy of Attaingnant’s
Quatorze Gaillardes.  Photo: Naoko Akutagawa



Innovative music printer Pierre Attaingnant published the first editions of keyboard
music ever to appear in France in 1531. Only one copy of each of these seven tiny but
crucially important volumes has survived, in which anonymous composers made
arrangements of some of the most beautiful chansons, motets and dances from the reign
of François I – keyboard music that shows France at the forefront of developments in
this field. Glen Wilson has corrected the countless errors in these original sources,
restoring this rare and enchanting music and allowing it to shine in its original glory.
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Recorded: 22–25 May 2018 at Schüttbau, Rügheim (Unterfranken), Germany
Producer: Glen Wilson • Engineer and editor: Jürgen Rummel • Editions: Glen Wilson

Instrument: Anonymous long-scaled iron-strung Italian harpsichord (A=390 Hz) from a private collection.
Modified 1/6-comma meantone temperament • Special thanks to John Koster, the Bayerisches

Staatsbibliothek, the University Library Aberdeen, the Bibliothèque nationale de France, the Bibliothèque
municipale de Reims, and the Österreichisches Nationalbibliothek

Cover image: mantlepiece by Primaticcio, Chambre de la Reine, Chateau de Fontainebleau, courtesy of 
bpk – RMN – Grand Palais – Georges Fessy
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1–º Keyboard Works Published by Pierre Attaingnant (1531) 53:06

⁄–° The 16th-century French Keyboard Repertoire 23:53

A detailed track list can be found inside the booklet

Glen Wilson, Harpsichord
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